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General Equilibrium Programming
A.J.J. Talman
Tdburg Unrversrty, Faculry ol Economres
P.O. Box 90153. 5000 LE Tdburg, The Nelherlands

In order to compute an equtlibnum pnce vector In a pure exchange economy
several slmphaal algonthms have been rntroduced These algornhms subdwide
the underlymg pnce space into srmphces and search for a slmplex that yrelds
an approximaung equdlbnum. Genencally, simpllclal algorithms can start wdh
an arbdrary pnce vector and converge lor every econorny TMS allows tor restarung Ihe algonihm at an approxrmaung eqwhbrwm if the accuracy of
approwmaUOn Is not accurate enough. In thls paper we descnbe how one ot
Ihese algonlhms can be used to Ilnd an equdrbnum pnce vector In case Ihere
are also producers In Ihe economy. We assume Ihal producGon sets exhlbit
decreasing returns to scale. Moreover, instead ol conlinuous demand and supply tunctlons we allow lor upper seml-conunuous mappings In this way we
obtaln a conslructive proot for the ex~slence problern ot an equdlbnum pnce
vector m a general economlc model.
Keywords: exchange economy, equillbrium price vector, srmpllclal subdiwsron.
piecewice linear approximaUOn.
lhls research Is part ot Ihe VF-program 'Compet~ue en Cooperaue'

I. fN7NUUl1CIlON

WI)l'rCJJ Slll)Wing II)l' CX15Il'nCC Of 8n l'COnOn11C C(IUIllbflunl IS In gCqCfJI ralher
wsy, cun)puting an eyuihhriun) causes lypically mure Jilliculti(;s. Thc existence
prublrm Jat~s back lo WALKAS (13J, whu AfglllJ alrlaJy why a system of
cyuatiuus sctting JcmanJ eyual supply should have a sulutiun. In the fifties
[)t:ukt:u ~ I J pruveel riguruusly that un(1er very weuk conditiuns on the
b~haviuur uf th~ ccunumic ~gents a price eyuilibrium exists in u general eyuilibrium mu~rL ~ur his pruuf he uscJ the very puwerful lixed puint theurem of
Kakutani. Th(ac days, this theorem is still a basic tuul for existence proufs in
eyuilibrium muJels.
The wmputatiun uf economic price eyuilibria was initiated by SnntuctsoN
(9~. He prupused tu fullow the sulutiun p~th uf a system of urdinary
(lillCrential ~yuatiuns. Along the path, prices are aJjusted accurJing to the I~w
of Jemand an(1 supply, yielJing an increase (decrc;lse) of the price of a cumrnodily if the demanJ for it is Iurger (smaller) than its supply. This intuitively
vcry appealing price aJjustmr:nt pnx:(as, known as Walras tatonnement, conv~rg~s only w)dcr v~ry strung wnJitiuns un thc bChavluur of the agents.
S(:~ttr ( IU~ gave cxamples uf rea~onabl(: ecunomies fur which the Walras
tatunnem(:nt never reaches un eyuilibrium. Uther adjustment pr(xesses
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introduced later and also heing hased nn following a solution patli of a system
of difTerential equations also fail to converge from every starting vector (glohally) or for every demand and supply system (universally), i.e., they only lead
to an equilibrium price vector under very strong conditions on the demand
and supply functions or when the price vector at which lhe process is initiated
lies in Some specific area of the price space such as on the boundary or close
enough to an equilibrium.
In his pioneering work, SCARf [l I] propOSed a new technique for computing
an equitibrium price vector. Scarf's method operates on a unit simplex, being
the space of price vectors on which the prices are normalized to sum up to
one. In his method, the unit simplex is suhdivided into small simplices (or
primitive sets) and a search is made for a simplex that yields an approximate
equilihrium price vector. By linearizing tlie systcm of demand and supply
equations on each simplex the algorithm of Scarf traces a piecewise linear path
of prices in a seyuence of adjacent simplices. Fach linear piece of the path can
be traced hy making a linear programming pivoting step in a system of linear
equations. When initiated on the boundary of the price space, Scarfs algorithm terminates within a finite number of iterations with an approximate
equilibrium. To make Scarfs algorithm e(iicienl, VAN nr:R LAAN and TAI.MAN
[5] proposed a simplicial algorithm on the unit simplex, which can start frorn
an arhitrarily chosen price vector. Since the accuracy of approximation is
related to the diameter of the simplices in the suhdivision, their algorithm can
he restarted at the approximate equilihrium for a subdivision of simplices having smaller diameter, in order to find a better approximation within typically a
few number of steps. Under some regularity condition, their algorithm converges glohally and universally. Moreover, the path of prices traced by a simplicial algorithm can be interpreted as the path followed by some sophisticated
price adjustment process on the unit simplex. Recently, simplicial algorithms
that can start in an arbitrary point have been introduced on the simplotope,
the Euclidean space, polytopes, and unbounded convex polyhedra, For example
see Dour [2), K071MA 8nd YAMAMOTO [4], and TALMAN and YAMAMOTO [IZ].
Simplical algorithms have been applied to find equilibria in international trade
models, sce PRectcE~ (8], and in economies witli linear production technologies,
Set MATHIfStN [~].
In this paper we de.ccribe how to adapt the simplicial algorithm of DouP,
VAN UCR LAAN and TALMAN [3] On the unit simplex for computing an equilibrium price vector in case we allow the demand and supply to he upper semicontinuous mappings instead of continuous functions of the prices. We further
allow that there are a finite number of producers each having a decreasing
returns to scale production possibility set. In this way we also obtain an
elegant constructive proof of the existence of an equilibrium price vector in a
general equilibrium model without making use of Kakutani's flxed point
theorem.

ln Section 2 we describe the behaviour of the economic agents in the economy and derive their demand and supply at given prices. Section 3 introduces
the path to he followed by the algorithm. Finally, Section 4 describes how the
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path can b~ tr;,~,:d by m~king lincar prugramming pivut steps and replacement
slcps in somc undcrlying simplicial subdivisiun.
2. fKI:I.IMINAKII:S

Let there be given n t I commudities, indexed j- I,.. ., n t I. There are f
tinns, ind~xc:d h- l, .. ., f, und c cunsumers, indexed ~- l, ..., c. The comnwJities cun bc divided into primary gouds, intcrmeJiate goods, tlnd consumptiun gouds. Primnry gewds, such as lubour, cupital, raw materials, ure owned
by thc cunsunters and scrve ~nly as input commudities for thc 6rms. Intermediate guud~ are produced by some firms and scrvc as inputs for some other
(inns. All uther cummodities ~re pruduccd by firnts and desired by cunsumers.
We assunte that culuunt~:r r is enduwcd wilh thc umount n~~U of cummoJity
j whcrc ~r~ 7U if and unly if cummuJity j is ~ primary guud. Wr c~ll the
(n -1- 1)-vcclur (v' thc cnduwmcnt vccwr of consumer i- I,..., c. The vector
~~: - Z; .- i„~' rell~cts huw much uf each commu~lity is iniu:,uy uwneJ by the
cunsunt~rs all logethc;r.
Fur h- I, ..., f, firm h is characterized by a production (possibility) set Yh
bcing u subset uf the commudity ~pace R" t 1. A vector yh in Y~ describes a
t~chnolugically feasible pnxluctiun plan for hrnt h with ~~~ denuting the
unwunt uf uutput uf wmnwdity j if y~~ ~U anJ -1~~ thc amuunt of input uf
wmnwJity ~ if ~~~ C0, j- l, ..., n t l. lf commoJity j is a primary good,
th.:n fur cach tirnt h, ~~~ `U fur all t~~ E Yh. Let )' bC tlle 8ggregJlC pnxluclion
sct uf lh~ ~cununty, i.e., Y' - Z{, i Y'', then we assume the fulluwing abuul the
I''"s unJ )', wh~re R',' 1 Jenul~s the nunnegutive urthant uf R"' 1
AS5UM1'11ON ?.I.

Fur t:ach lirm h, h- I,..., f, the set Y'' satislies:
i)
U~ )"'' (nut pruJucing is fca~ible);
ii)
1,'' i~ duacJ ( cuntinuity
;
iii) Y'~ ia cunvcx ( nun-incrcasing returns w scale);
iv) Y'' --R'; r~ C),'' (fr~c dispuaal).
Murc;uver, )' ~1 (- Y) C( U), i.c., no aggregate feasible nonzero pruduction
plan i~ revcr~ible.

in t~~hn(~I~~gy)

Assumptiun 2.1 implies that the set ( Y t( w}) fl ~',' 1 is boundzd and thdt for
CVCfy h If u~)'h E G!I )'h (buundary of Y~ ) then CIlI1Cf lY)'h E ÓcI Yh fof dll Q~~
(wn~tant returns to st;ala) ur ay~ ~ Y~ for all a] 1 und ay'' E y'ti fur all
U~a~ I. "I~hr latter property is calleJ decreusing rewrns tu scale, since ~ prupurtiunal increasc uf input Ievcla Ic;ads tu a less prupurtiunal increasc uf uutputs. We call a pr(x)uctiun plan ~~'' E }'ti uf finn h aJmissible if there exist feasiblc prcxluctiun pluns y", k~ h, such thut 2:( -1~~A t~s~3U. The sct uf ut)ntissible pruductiun plans uf linn h is cumpucl und convex. Let b~ - R tt 1 be a
(strict) luwer buunJ fur ~he ~ct uf aJmissible pruJuctiun plans uf any firm h.
"fh~n we aJcline lhe sct Y uf uttainable pruduction vecwrs of firm h by

Y~ -~),h E y-i~ I y~ ~ b~,
j- I,..., n t I}.
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Clearly, each Yh is nonempty, convex, and comPact, and Y: - E~ - I Yh satisfies
Y n-(Y)- {0). Producers are assumed to he price takers and maximíi.e
profit over their attainahle prcxiuction set. Let p-(p I, ..., p" , I)~ in
R,'I `{0) be a price vector with p~ the price of commodity j - I, ..., u f 1.
Given the price vector p, producer h maximizes his pmfit, heing lhe value of a
production plan, over all his attainable production plans,
h

max p.yh suhject to yh e Y.

(2.1)

The sel of solutions to this problem, denoted Sh(p), is called the suprly of firm
h at price vector p. Under Assum~tion 2.1, Sh is an upper semi-continuous
mappinR from R",}I `{0} to Y
and Sh(1`p)-Sh(p) for any J110 and
peR,{T`(0}. Further, let nh(p) be the maximum value of prohlem (2.1).
Then nh is called the profit function of firm h and each nh is a continuous
function from R;` I`(0) to R, . For details of the tie properties we refer to
Dt:oltr.u ( 1959, Ch.3]. Notice that nh(p)~0 since OE Y . Finally, let the suPply
mapping S be defined by S(p)-E~-1Sh(p), then S satisfies the same properties as each Sh does.

The profit of a firm is assumed to be distributed among the consumers. Let
6h be the share of consumer i, i- l,..., c, in the profit of firm
h, h- I,..., f. For all h, we assume that Ah 70 and E; -16}, - I. The income
of consumer i at price vector p is then equal to the value of his initial endowment plus his total share in profits, i.e.,
I'(p) - p.w' f ~ A},~trh(p).
h-1

We assume that for any price vector the income of every consumer is positive,
í.e.,
I'(p)7 0 for all p ER"}I `( 0}, i- I, ..., c.
Each consumer i is characterized by a consumption set XI equal to R;{ I and
a utility function u' from X' to R. A vector x' E X' gives a utility level u'(x')
to consumer i, wherc xj is the amount of commodity j consumed by consumer
i. We assume that if a commodity is a primary good, then a consumer is not
able to consume more than his initial endowment of that good. If it is an intermediate good a consumer neither is initially endowed with it nor has any
desire for it.
A consumption vector x' E X' is called admissible if there exist admissible
production plans}~h, h- I,.., f, such that
xls

~ yhfw

h-1
and if O~xj~w~ when commodity j is a primary or intermediate good. The
set of admissihle consumrtion vectors of consumer i is compact and convex
since ( Y}( w}) n R ;" is compact and convex. t.et a he a(strict) upper
bound in R';' I for the set Y f{w}. Then the set of attainahle consumPtion
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vectors uf cunsumer i is ~Clined by
X~ -{x'ER"' 1 ~ O~x~~lv~, if commodily j is a primery or intermCdi~ItC good
U~x~ ~ u~, utherwisC}.
ClCUrly, fur each i, X~ is nunempty, cunvex and cump~ct. Cuncerning the utility functiun uf a cunsumer wC makn thC fulluwing ~ssumptiun.
ASSUMPIION 2.2.

Fur Cach consumer i the function u': X'-~R satisfies:
i)
cuntinui[y;
II)
mUnUWnllaly ( U'(x')iU'~') II X',}''EX ' anJ x'1)'');
iii)

~

yuasi-cuncavity ( the ~et {.r'~X'~u'(x')~u) is cunvex for all u).

Munotonicity implies that more u( sume ( nun-intCrmCJiatc:) cummuJity
incrcasCS thc utility level. c,ivCn price vectur p ER',' 1`(U}, cun~umCr i maximizcs his ulility uvcr all

8tt81nabIC l'On5nnlpUUn Vl'L'tuf5

hC is able tu buy with

max u`(x') subject to p.x' ~ I'(p) nnd x' E X~.

(2.2)

his incumc I'(p),

ThC sCt of solutions to this problc:m, d~nuted D'(p), is wlled the demand uf
cunsumer i al pricC vzctor p. Fur all i, U' is an upper semi-continuuus mapping un R;' 1`{U} and each U'(p) is nunempty, cunvex and cumpact. Also,
D' is humogeneuus uf degrce zeru in p. For dClalls seC DetsKLU ~ 1959, Ch.4j.
f-inally, Ict thc tiemanJ mapping D be JCfinCJ by D(p)-2,i-1D'(p), then D
J:1t15I1CS ( hC S:ImC pruperties us cach U' elues.
The Cxccss dcmand mupping "Lis d~fincd by

ZU~) - D(p) - S(p) - (w}.

(2.3)

LLMMA 2.1. "!'Ire nurppinb Z difirrecl in (Z.3) fi-an R',' 1`{U} ro R"' 1 suusfirs:
i)
"L is upprr ~~rnri-curtrinuuus;
ii ) ~ Z(p ) is rrunrarp(}~, currvrx ruu! Guunclrtl, firr evrrp p~ R', ' 1`{ 0};
iii) Z is hunwgcrrrutrs uf degrer! zrru;

iv) p.~(p)-ll ~iuull z(p)cZ(p), ~irr cvrr7~ ptR'~' 1`{(1}.
I I1~ pruhcrucs i) - iii) fulluw Irum lhc prup~rti~s uf tlt~ InApping D unJ S. I'rUp~rty iv) is alsu knuwn as Walra~' law an~ fulluws frum thc fact tha[ c1uC tu
thc nwnutonicity uf the utility I'unctiun Cach cuusumt:r ~pend~ his completC
incumc fur cunsumpliun, i.e.,

p.d'(p) - I'(p), fur ull cl'(p)ED'(v).
We call a vectur p' ER ;' 1`(U) ~n Cyuilibrium price vector if therC is at p' a
dcnranJ vectur el'~' ) in D'(p' ) fur each cunsumcr i- I,... , c, anJ tt auPPIY
vcctur sr'V~' ) in S(p" )(ur ~ach lirm {r JUCh lIl'Jt tUIJI JCInBnll is eyual tu tutal
~upply plus inilial cnJuwmcnl, i.t:.,
I
~ d' (Ir ' ) - ~
,-1

n-1

r'' (v ' ) i
w.
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We remark that d'(p') also maximizes mnsumer i's utility given the inc~me
1'(p' ) rtver his feasihle consumption set X' and not only over X, an~ similarly
sh(p') maximizes firm h's prnfit also nver Yh and nnt nnly nver Y . C'learly,
d'(p') is an admissihle c~n~umpti~n vecmr for consumer i and .c~(~r') is an
admissihle prcxluction vector for firm h.

Obviously, the price vector p' is an equilihrium if and only if OF7(p').
Because r,f the homogeneity of degree 0 uf 7 in p, we have that ~p' is an
equilihrium price vector for any J~70 if p' is one. This property allows us to
normalize the price vectors Io lie in the n-dimensional unit simplex S" deflned
hy

„.1

S"-{pFR"~`~~~ P~-1).

i-1
The unit simPlex S" is the convex hull of the n~ I unit vectors in R" `1 and is
a nonemply, compact and convex set. The equilibrium prohlem is thcrefore trt
find a price vector p' in S" such that OE7.(p').
3. TIIG PA r11 OF THf: ALGORITHM

Let p" he an arhitrarily chosen price vector in the relative interior of S". In
case there is no a priori information ah~ut the location of an equilihrium one
could take p~ equal to the barycentre of S", i.e., po-(rT f 1)-1 for
j- I, ..., n f I. We introduce a piecewise linear path of prices in S", c~nnecting p~ and a price vector p 1. The linear r ieces of the path can be followed
by a sequence ~f linear pr~gramming pivoting steps as descrihed in the next
section. Tlie price vector p 1 will he c~nsidered as an approximate equilihrium
at which the procedure can he repeated to find a better approximation. Before
descrihing the piecewise linear path we need some definitions and notations.
We call an (n ~ 1)-vector s a sign veclor if st E{- I,O, } I) for all j. A sign
vector .c is called feasible if s contains at least one - 1 and one f I.

DertrvntoN 3.1. Let s be a feasible sign vector. Then the set A(s) is given by
A(s) -(pES"~i~~pj - mti xptilph, if s~ --~ I
p~~p~ - minptilph, if s1 - -1 }.
Clearly, the dimension of A(.s) is equal to t where t is the number of zeros in s
plus one, i.e., t- ~ ~.s~ -0} ~ f 1.
lf w', ..., K~' }~ are t f I affinely independent points in R" `1 then we call
the convex hull of these points a t-dimensional simplex or t-simplex, denoted
o(w 1, .., w' } 1). The convex hull of any subset of k-4-1 points of
w 1, .., w' } 1 is called a k-dimensional face or k-face of a(w 1, . ., w' } 1)
and is a k-simplex itself. A 0-face of a t-simplex o is called a vertex of o and a
(t - I)-face is called a facet of a. lf a finite collection G of t-simplices is such
that their union covers a t-dimensional convex set C and the intersection of
two t-simplices is either empty or a common face, then we call G a simplicia)
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subdivision ur triangulation of C. Twu important properties of e triungulation
~re that it also trangulutes every buundary face of the underlying set C and
th~t every facet uf a simplCx either lies on the buund~try of C ~nd is cuntained
in unly une simplex or it Jues not and is containc;d in exactly twu simplices.
Nuw let G~ be a triangulatiun of S" such that G~ induces alsu a simplicial
subdivisiun uf each set A(s) defincd above. For such a triangulatiun that can
casily be repruduced and stured on thc computer, see Dou~, vAN uctt LAAN
und 'T'At-MAN [3J. Let c~ be lhe n)esh uf the triangulation, i.e., cll is the lar~est
diameter uf any simplrx in G~. We nuw define a linear approximatiun z of
thc ~xccss darmand m~pping Z with rcapect w GI~.
DI:fINIIION 3.2.

Fur p' being a vertex of a simplex in G~ chuose any z(p') in Z(p'). Let p be
any puint in S" and let a(wl, .., w" }I) bc an n-simplex in G~ cuntainingp.
"i~hen thcro exist uniyue nunnegative numbcrs ~1, ...,~,, , 1 summing up to
unc such that p-2:~ ~i ~,w'. Thc picccwise linear epproximutiun of Z with
r~specl to (i`~ is given by
-U

.~ , I

z (p ) - ~; ~,z ( a~' ).
~-1

'fhe functiun ill is well de;lined. ('learly, i~ is continuous on S". Moreovrr, zo
is linc~r on each n-simplex uf G~ and hence ~Isu linear un erch !-slmplCx in
A(s) for uny feasible sign vectur s. Due tu the free dispusal assumption fur the
pruducers anJ lo lhe munutunicity assumptiun un the utilities uf the consunurs, fur any z(p) in Z(v) it hulJs that z~(p)~U if p~-0. tlcnce, i~(p)~0
wh.:nev~rp~-U. "I~he piecewise lincar path of the algorithm is nuw definrd as
fulluws. t:ach puint p un th~ path satisfics

!'i~pi - mti x p~,lph

if z~~(p)10

(3.1a)

Pi~P~ - ntin ph~ph

if Z~~(p)C0.

(3.Ib)

~nd

Cle:~rly, the puint p - p11 satislies ( 3.1) with bolh thc muximum and minimwn
eyual tu unC. Murcuver, systen) (3.1) has one degrc:c uf fr~edum whereas il~ is
piccewise lint;~r. I~~nce, ~s we will shuw in the next section, the set uf points
in S" satisfying ( 3.1) contains A pIC~WISe linear puth P~ cunnectáng pu ~nd
s~me prire vectur p I. At p I w~ have z~ (p 1)-U if p~ - U and either z (p I)SO or
z(p 1) ? U. Accurding to (3.1), alullg tI)e path P~ fram po to p I, initially the
prices of the commodities having positive ( piecewise linear) exc~ss demand are
propurtionally increased end the other prices are initiully decreaseJ. In gener~l,
prices of the commodilies in exccss demand are kept relutively ( tu the initi~l
pric~s) m'JXImBI and those in exccss supply relutively minimal. The prices of
thc wmmudities fur which lhc exc~ss dem~nd is zeru are ~Iluwed to vdry
between this relative minimum and maximum. In this way we ubtain an
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intuitively appealing price adjustment process fmm p~ to p'. For more details
about this process we refer to v~N nrR LnnN and Tnt.t~tAN (6~.
In the remaining part of this section we show that by taking a sequence of
trianQulations with mesh going to zero we can generate a sequence of prices
po, pT, p~, .., such that at least one convergent suhsequence rnnverges t~ a
price equilibrium vector. S~, let c, c~, c2, ..., he a sequence of numhers converging to zero. Let pr~ he an arhitrary point in the interior of S" and G~ a triangulation of S" with mesh size at most equal to c~ such that G" triangulates
each set A(.c). Let P~ he the piecewise linear path initiating at p~ as defined in
(3.1) and let p~ he the other end point of p~. Then with respect to p~ we can
take a triangulation G~ of S" with mesh size at most eyual to c'. If p' lies on
the houndary ~f S" we choose instead of p~ some interior point closer than c~
from p~. From p~ there initiates a path P~ of points p satisfying (3.1) with p~
replaced by (the perturbed) p~, then let p2 be the other end point of P~. In
this way we can generate a sequence of points p~, p~, p2,... in S" such that for
every i~0, p' and p'' ~ are connected hy a piecewise linear path P' in S" of
points satisfyingr(3.1) with p~ replaced by p' and i~ by a piecewise linear
approximation i of Z with respect to a simplicial subdivision G' of S". This
G' has mesh size at most equal to cr and is such that it triangulates each set
A(s~(~aj deofin fd ~rit
~(pr) ZO eAf For-eNh) S
Or and teither 'ito
0. e Since tthe
sequences p' and i~ ~(p'), i - 1,2, ..., both lie in a compact set there is a
subsequence i~., k - 1,2, ..., such that for that suhsequence p' converges to
some p' in S" and i~ - t(pr) converges to some z'. Clearly, either z' ? 0 or
z' S 0.

We will show that z' is an element of Z(p') and from that it follows
together with Walras' law that z' -0 and hence that p' is an equilibrium price
vector. Without loss of generality we~ can assume that the sequence
p', i -0, I, ..., converges to p' and i
(p'), i - 1,2, ..., converges to z'.
Let a'(„'~~r, ..., i,~"~'~') be an n-simplex of Gr-~ containing pr. Let J1i, ...,
~;, ~ t~0 with sum equal to one be such that p' -~k } iJ~kw4~'. Then for all
i,z
(p') is equal to
~-i
";i

z

(p;) -~ a~z(wk.;) for some z(wk.; )EZ(wk'' ).
~-i

(3.2 )

Since the ~k's and z(u~k~')'s lie ín a compact set for all k, there is a subsequence iti, h - 1,2, ..., such that for k - l, ..., n f 1,
J~k -.~k and z(wk'r')-~zk forh--.oo.
Clearly, ~k ~0 and E~ } ~~k - 1. Moreover, since the mesh size of G' converges
to zero if i goes to infinity, we also have that wk~r--.p' for all k. Concluding,
for k- I, .. ., n f 1, we have that for the same subsequence, w~`-r~p' and
z(wk~')~Zk if i gces to infinity, while z(wk'')EZ(w~`.') for all i. According to
the upper semi-continuity of Z we then must have that Zk EZ(p') for all k.
Taking the limit in (3.2) for i going to infinity, we obtain z' -Ek } iJ~kzk, i.e.,
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z' is a convex combination of the z"'s. Since Z(p') is cunvex and Zk EZ(p')
for nll k, this prov(s that also z' EZ(p').
All of this together shows that there exists an eyuilibrium price vector. In
doing so, we construcled a seyuen(x of price vectors p' and vectors i~-1(p')
for i - 1,2,.... If i~ ~(p') lies in Z(p') for sume indcx i, thcn i~ ~(p')-0 and
p' is an eyuilibrium vector itself. In general i~-~(p') does not lie in Z(p'). But
lhere is a subseyuence on which p' converges to some p' anJ z~ ~(p') eonv~rges to sume z' such thal z' EZ(p' ). In lhat sense any p' in the sequence
can be cunsidered as an approximating eyuilibrium price vector. The existence
prouf giv~n abuve is construclive in the sense that each p'' ~ is obtained from
p', and hence from po, in a finite number of iterations, where in each iteration
a lineur piece uf lhe path P' connecting p' and p'' 1 is followed. In the next
sectiun we dcs(:ribc how the linear piu:es uf such a path cun be fullowed by
alternaling lincar programming pivoting and replacem~nl steps. The algurithm
describing these stcps can therefore be cunsidered as a universally and globally
convergent adjustment pruccss for (inding a price eyuilibrium vector.
4. Tfll: S7'1:P5 OF ' I'HG ALGORI'1'ttM

The piecewisC linear path uf puints P' connecting p' and p'' t and satisfying
(3.1) can be fulluwed by a seyuence of linear programming pivoting slcps and
replacement steps. Each linear pie(:e of P' lies in a simplex in sume A(s)
Jefined with respect to p' and can be gcnerated by making a pivoling step in a
system uf linear eyuations. In which adjucent simplex the next linear piece of
P' lies is tl)en determined by making a replacrment step in the underlying simplicial subdivision G'. Formally, the steps of the algurilhm for following the
path P' from P' are as follows.
TI)e puint pES" satisfies ( 3.1) if and only if p lies in some t-simplex
o(w ~, .., J '{ 1) induced by, the triungulation G` of A~(s), such that ~(p);70
if s~ - t I, zl(p)-0 if s~ -0, zl(p)GO if s~ -- I, where i is the piecewise linear
appruximatiun uf Z with respect to G' as defined before. Therefore if such a p
lies un lhe path P' then the following system of n t2 linear eyuations
,~i

~ ~,~
~ -1

k

z(j~ ) - ~Ithsh (e ~h)1 - (Ol
`
J
l J
,,~~~

(4.1).

has a nonnegalive solution ~i, ...,~; tl
and p;, sti~0 such that
p-F,Át-'i1~~w". Since system ( 4.1) has a degree of freedum of une and assuming nondegeneracy, system ( 4.1) has a line segment of solutions ( ~,~) inducing
a line segment uf puints p - EA~~;w" in a(wt, ... , w' { t) satisfying (3.1). The
line segment can be traced by making a ( linear programming) pivot step in
(4.1) wilh one uf the variables being zero at an end puinl. When making the
pivut ~LCp l'1lller AA be(:umcs 0 fur sume k E{ 1, ..., w' i- I} or ~ti b~~(:omes 0 for
sume h with sh ~0. In particular, let z(p') be the chosen excess demand vectur out of Z(p') ~t p' and let sll be the sign pattern of z(p'). Without loss of
generality we assume that so contains no zeros. lxt ae(w~,w2) be the unique
I-simplex in lhe 1-dimensiunal set A ( s~) such that the vertex wl is eyual to p'.
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Then the first linear piece of the path P' is contained in the simplcx o". 1t can
be traced hy making a pivol step in (4.1) (with respect to o') hy pivoting in
the variahle ~2 corresponding to the vertex ic-2. nfter this pivcct step either ~i
becomes 0 or lr~, hecomes 0 for some h F(1, ..., n~ 1). Clearly, p' does not
lie on any other line segment of points catisfying (3.1).
Each linear piece of P' can be f~llowed hy making a pivot step in (4.1) f~r
some simplex o(N~~, ... H~' `r) in some A(s). Suppose that ac hecomes 0 for
some k E( I, ..., t f I} after such a pivot step. Then the point p- Eti ~A.J~~,N~''
lies in the facet T of o opposite the vertex wk. If the facet r does not lie in the
houndary of A(s) then there is exactly one other t-cimplex in A(c) sharing T
with a. Let é he this simplex and N. the vertex of á opposite to T, then the next
linear piece of P' lies in ó. This linear piece can he traced by making a pivoting step in (4.1) with (z(w)T, 1)T for some z(rv) in Z(w.). If the facet T does lie
in the boundary of A(.s), then either T lies in the boundary piece of S" where
pi -0 for all j with s~ --1 or T is a(t - 1)-simplex in some A(s') where
s ~~ 0 for some j with si -0 and s'~, -s~, for all h,-~ j. In the first case the
algorithm terminates with p' } r - Eti~~.J~ncv~ such that z~(p' }~)? 0 and
2ti(p' ~~)- 0 if p'h' r - 0. In the second case the next linear piece of P' lies in
r and can he traced hy making a pivoting step in (4.1) with .c'~(e(j)~,0)~.
Finally, suppose that after a pivot step in (4.1), lCA. hecomes 0 for some k with
s~ ~ 0. Let the sign vector s' he determined by s'k -0 and S'ti -Sh for all
h,~ k. The algorithm terminates with p' {~ - E~,ÁhWh such that z~(p' } r) S 0 or
i~(p! }~)?0 in case s' does not rnntain positive or negative components. Otherwise, let á be the unique (t f 1)-simplex in A(.c') having o as a facet and let
w be the vertex of ó opposite a. Then the next linear piece of P' is contaíned
in ó. This line segment can be traced by making a pivot step in (4.1) with
(z(n~)r, I)~ for some z(H~)eZ(at~).
Assuming nondegeneracy, all pivoting steps are unique. Since also all
replacement steps are unique, no simplex a(wf, ..., w'}~) in some A(.c) can
be visited more than once. The 8niteness of the number of simplices in each
A(s) and of the number of feasible sign vectors s in R" }~ guarantees that the
algorithm initiated at p' and following the path P' as described abwe must
terminate within a finite number of steps in one of the two cases mentioned
ahove. In hoth cases the point p' } r may serve as an approximating price
equilibrium and can be used, if necessary perturbed, as the initial point of a
path P't~ of points in .S", satisfying (3.I) with respect to p' `~ and with a
finer simplicial subdivision G''r, in order to improve the accuracy of approximation.
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